The United States is committed to aggressive efforts to remove unauthorized immigrants while honoring its commitment to race neutrality. Yet immigration enforcement has disproportionately targeted Mexicans and Central Americans. The racial bias can be found at both the federal and local levels, where local police are becoming increasingly involved in locating unauthorized immigrants. The local example featured here is Arizona because of its historical relationship with Mexico and its enthusiasm for immigration enforcement. I find that the current mix of federal and local enforcement discriminates racially through profiling, hyper-surveillance, abusive stops, problematic searches, and unwarranted detention.
grants from settling or remaining in the United States. Supporters justified these laws on the basis that Chinese people are inherently incapable of assimilation into the U.S.
American way of life. The U.S. Supreme Court bought this logic and upheld the legislation in a series of precedent-setting cases (see, for example, Park, 2004; Chin, 2005) .
Over time, the role of race and racism in immigration law has changed. Laws that explicitly target particular groups for inclusion or exclusion can no longer be justified on eugenic grounds (Gomez, 2007) . Yet immigration laws and policies that leave room for race to play a significant role in enforcement are not only tolerated, but often embraced by immigration restrictionists (Sinema, 2012) . They typically feature a large measure of discretion for the front-line officials who determine when surveillance occurs and what cases get priority. Safeguards to prevent abuses are generally lacking.
The enduring relationship between race and immigration law can be traced to popular fears and anxieties about racial "others" and the fragility of national allegiances, which depend on a sense of fellow feeling among "members" (Omi and Winant, 1994; Bosniak, 2006; Kanstroom, 2007) . As Benedict Anderson suggests, one's membership in a national body is in reality "an imagined community" of people who believe that they belong together. This abstract sense of membership leaves a lot of room for the exclusion of people who seem different, and perhaps not suitable for assimilation (Anderson, 1983; Kanstroom, 2007; Zolberg, 2006) . It is thus not surprising that much of the pressure for exclusion comes from citizens themselves, not from the top, where commercial interests and international diplomacy may dictate a more cosmopolitan approach. In Europe, for example, populist parties have made sharp restrictions on immigration a central plank in their platforms.
The question is not so much why race matters to citizens who feel threatened by rapid demographic change, but rather how the law adapts to racial anxieties. In a time when race-neutral rules have found favor, how does racial disadvantage persist? This essay offers a two-part explanation, based on the U.S. experience. Latinos in the United States, particularly immigrants of Mexican and Central American origin, have been disproportionately targeted for deportation (Provine and Doty, 2011) .
The pattern is evident in popular stereotypes about immigrants, in the spending and construction that are taking place on the southern border with Mexico, and in the racial/ethnic patterns associated with deportation.
This essay first details the role that race plays in federal immigration-enforcement operations, and then turns to the local level, where, under a federal policy of devolution, local law enforcement agencies are being asked to assist in enforcing federal immigration law. Arizona's participation is highlighted here because the state stands out for the enthusiasm with which it has embraced deportation as the solution to unauthorized residence and for its effort to supplement federal enforcement with its own laws and policies. The mix of federal, state, and local law and policy that I describe here institutionalizes racism by facilitating ethno-racial profiling, hyper-surveillance, abusive stops, problematic searches, and unwarranted detention of suspected unauthorized immigrants. The targets of these actions are disproportionately Latinos because U.S. Americans, including members of the law enforcement community, have been conditioned to see the problem of unauthorized entry and residence in racial terms, as a Mexican and Central American phenomenon (Chavez, 2008; Ngai, 2004) . Ironically, those who demand more enforcement invariably ignore these problems in order to focus on the illegality of the immigrant's actions in remaining without authorization. The much more significant story in a nation that honors the rule of law is the failure of government to adhere to its own high standards.
the federaL Government and raciaLized immiGration enforcement
The actions of the federal government would indicate to any casual observer that the nation's primary immigration concern is with illegal entry from Mexico. For over a decade the porosity of the southern border has been the focus of contentious rhetoric and continually increasing spending on personnel and equipment. Though visa overstayers are estimated to make up approximately 40 percent of the unauthorized population resident in the United States, their presence has provoked much less attention, much less outrage from politicians and the public, and much less spending.
In one sense, it is not surprising that the spotlight has focused on Mexicans and persons from further south who have illegally crossed the southern border. This border was for a long time relatively open, in deference to border communities and U.S. employers desiring temporary Mexican labor (Kang, 2010; Ngai, 2004) . Past porosity and the historic relationship between the two nations have set the stage for continued illegal immigration from Mexico because would-be migrants rely upon their connections with already-resident family and friends as a form of social capital (Massey, Durand, and Malone, 2002) . The problem of illegal entry or re-entry is exacerbated by the dif-norteaMérica ficulty of gaining work or visitation visas in Mexico and by the extremely lengthy wait requirements for legal immigration from Mexico.
The upshot is that Mexicans constitute slightly over half of the unauthorized population within U.S. territory, giving law enforcement some reason to focus on people who appear to them to be from Mexico or Central America. To the extent that this logic informs enforcement, however, the federal government, through the weight of its authority, paints the face of illegal immigration as Mexican or Central American.
Lost in the translation of policy into practice is the reality that persons without legal status can be found in all colors and among all classes and every nationality.
Federal Immigration Stops and Searches:
The Ethno-racial Dimension
The hardening of the federal position on immigration from Mexico began with Operation Gatekeeper and Operation Hold-the-Line in the mid-1990s. These programs fortified the border in populated areas, while relying on the inhospitable desert and the reality of dehydration and death to discourage immigration from more remote areas (Nevins, 2002; Doty, 2010) . Over 85 percent of U.S. Border Patrol agents are currently deployed along the southern border, and they have been supplemented by the National Guard, federal investigators, and federal drug-control agents (Haddal, 2010) . Expensive technologies (drones, satellites, remote sensors, and aircraft) have also been deployed, and a massive construction project to build a wall between the two countries is underway.
Federal enforcement priorities at the southern border pay little heed to basic rights or dignity (see Danielson, 2013) . In November 2013, for example, the head of U.S. Border Patrol announced that his agents would continue to use deadly force against rock-throwers and assailants in vehicles despite the recommendation to end these practices in a government-commissioned review (Spagat, 2013 Researchers have found a decided tendency of these teams to ignore Constitutional requirements against breaking into homes without legal authority, searching without a warrant, seizing innocent people, and racial profiling of Latinos. In two locations studied by researchers from the Benjamin Cardozo School of Law, collateral arrests of Latinos outstripped targeted arrests by over 20 percent, suggesting that non-targeted arrestees were stopped and questioned on the basis of appearance alone (Chiu et al., 2009 ). An analysis by the Migration Policy Institute found that over 70 percent of those apprehended had no prior criminal convictions (Mendelson, Strom, and Wishnie, 2009) .
Enhanced federal enforcement efforts have also targeted legal permanent residents in a way that tends to focus on Latinos. The context includes action by the U.S.
Congress to greatly increase the number of crimes resulting in deportation of legal permanent residents, and, at the executive level, an increased commitment to enforcing this policy. The law provides no exceptions for the number of years that have passed since the crime was committed or the circumstances surrounding the conviction. Until recently, there was no obligation on anyone's part to inform defendants that negotiating a plea of guilty to achieve a lesser sentence or fine could result in deportation (Padilla v. Kentucky, 2010) .
According to a Human Rights Watch study (2009) 
Federal Partnerships with Local Police
As it increased its own interior-enforcement efforts, the federal government for the first time created formal, on-going immigration-enforcement partnerships with local police, a policy that casts local police as a "force multiplier" to enhance federal enforcement (Decker et al., 2011) . Congress created a legal structure for such partnerships in 1996 within the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act.
Under an arrangement stipulated there, cooperating agencies sign a formal memorandum of understanding to train local officers either to assist in the identification of arrested suspected unauthorized immigrants while they are booked in jail, or to question and detain such immigrants in the course of street patrol. The program, which became known as "287(g)" after its legislative moorings, drew little interest at first, but some law-enforcement organizations began to sign on after the 2001 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. Pressure on local law enforcement to become involved increased with a 2003 Justice Department decision to add civil immigration data, such as outstanding deportation orders, to databases that local police use in pursuing criminal suspects across state lines (Gladstein et al., 2005) . Federal spending was also increased to embed more federal immigration agents into local departments.
Although these partnerships have been touted as a way to control serious crime, the evidence is strong that the real priority has been to increase the numbers of immigrants detained and deported, which are now at historic highs. The General Ac- (Semple, 2011) .
The 287(g) Program, however, has been overshadowed by a much more comprehensive and far-reaching initiative: Secure Communities. The concept behind Secure
Communities is sharing data: local jails make all their booking data available to the federal government, and in return they receive information on immigration violators and criminal matters. The information sharing facilitates federal imposition of "holds"
that bar the release of arrested persons for at least 72 hours, in order to determine if deportation might be warranted. This mandatory program has been implemented without safeguards against illegal arrests (Kohli, Markowitz, and Chavez, 2011) .
There are already indications that Secure Communities, like previous federal programs designed to focus on dangerous offenders, is not achieving its ostensible goals. A study by the Arizona Republic found that, nationwide, 60 percent of those deported were either low-level criminals or had no criminal record at all. In Arizona, the rate was 66 percent, mostly thanks to the efforts of Maricopa County sheriff's office, which leads the nation in both the number of (almost entirely Latino) immigrants arrested and in the number deported (Gonzales, 2011; Hensley, 2013) .
Nor is the federal government's own practice reassuring. In 2012, as in every previous year during the Obama and recent Bush administrations, record numbers of people were approved for deportation. Over 400 000 people were deported that year, many with deep roots in the United States. Since then the number has decreased only slightly. Despite an avowed policy of concentrating resources on serious criminal violators, the record is of escalating deportations made up mostly of residents with little or no involvement in crime.
raciaLized immiGration enforcement at the LocaL LeveL: the case of arizona
The federal government's initiatives for devolving immigration enforcement authority to the local level, at first voluntary through the 287(g) program and then mandatory with Operation Secure Communities, have come without regulatory strings that would prevent racial profiling, pretextual stops, or other forms of racialized policing. This is a significant omission. Policing is highly discretionary work with ample opportunities for stereotypes of various kinds to find their way into enforcement decisions (Brown, 1988; Chambliss, 1994) . The dangers of racially biased immigration policing are particularly great in a state like Arizona, where geography, history, and changing demographics tend to fan fears of an "invasion" of poor Mexicans who will deplete government resources and impoverish the state (Chavez, 2008) .
Latino Immigrants in Arizona
According to data from the 2010 U.S. census, Arizona is the second-fastest growing state in the nation. Latinos now make up nearly 30 percent of state residents, up from just over 25 percent in 2000. Much of this growth has occurred in small towns outside of the Phoenix metropolitan area, which remains, by far, the largest urban concentration of Latinos in the state. Unauthorized residents, primarily of Mexican origin, make up about 9 percent of the population and 10 percent of the state's labor force (Passel and Cohn, 2010) .
A significant Latino presence in Arizona is not new. The United States acquired part of the Arizona territory in 1853 as part of the Gadsden Purchase. Mexicans residing in the new territory were entitled to U.S. citizenship and were officially declared "white" in order to satisfy naturalization requirements in place at that time. Neither the formal status of citizenship nor their legal whiteness, however, eliminated systematic discrimination against them by Anglos, who increased their dominance as their numbers increased (Gomez, 2007) .
During the 1910 Mexican Revolution, large numbers of Mexican citizens moved to Arizona to escape the violence in their country and to seek employment in the booming mining industry. Their labor, however, earned less than half the Anglo wage (Gordon, 2001) . During harsh economic times, immigration raids against Latinos were common. Local law enforcement removed over 1 000 foreign workers from Bisbee, Arizona in 1917, sending them in boxcars to the New Mexico desert (University of Arizona, 2011) . During the Depression of the 1930s, many Mexican and MexicanAmerican workers and their families were deported from Arizona by the federal immigration service.
The situation eventually stabilized in Arizona, which remained racially segregated by law until the 1950s, when courts began to overturn statutes and ordinances mandating segregation in schools and public services. This period also spelled the end of restrictive covenants in deeds of real property designed to keep the races apart.
The state began to enter a newly restrictive era, however, when the federal government closed popular urban crossing points in California and Texas in the 1990s. Determined migrants began crossing through the desert regions of Arizona much more frequently. The changes were alarming to many and calls to "do something" about the illegal flow of people into the state became increasingly frequent.
Local law enforcement officials were also under pressure from local and federal sources to respond more actively to the presence of residents without legal status. In 1997 the Chandler police, working with federal immigration officials, conducted a week-long series of immigration raids that generated national attention. In what became known as the "Chandler Roundup," officials stopped and questioned dozens of Latinos on the basis of their physical appearance, leading to unjustified arrests and a successful lawsuit based on civil-rights violations (Romero, 2006; Romero and Serag, 2004) . Despite this victory, the possibility of deportation was becoming a real risk in many minds. Scholars reported, for example, that victims of domestic violence had become afraid to contact local police for fear of deportation of a loved one or other immigration-related consequences (Menjivar and Salcido, 2001) .
The heritage of discrimination and lack of educational and economic opportunities, in tandem with police surveillance and intimidation, have had profound effects.
The threat of deportation affects citizens as well as non-citizens because many families and friendship groups are of mixed legal statuses. The long history of discriminatory treatment has also had an impact on the development of strong Latino leadership in the state, which in turn has affected Latino turnout at elections. Inability to strike back forcefully at the polls has made this population vulnerable to hostile legal initiatives sponsored by politicians ready to cash in on the fears and antipathies of white voters unprepared for demographic change (see, for example, Singer, Hardwick, and Brettell, eds., 2008; Zúñiga and Hernández León, eds., 2005) .
The Rise of State-level Anti-immigrant Legislation and Policing
Within Arizona, demands for a change in the enforcement status quo started with complaints of federal inaction, but soon shifted toward proposals for state legisla- 
Arizona's Employer Sanctions Law
Arizona's Legal Arizona Workers Act, commonly referred to as the state's "employer sanctions law," prohibits businesses from knowingly or intentionally hiring an "unauthorized alien." The law also requires employers in Arizona to use the E-Verify system, a free web-based Department of Homeland Security service to verify the employment authorization of all new employees. While business owners initially opposed the measure in court, enforcement practices soon revealed that the real target of this law was unauthorized workers. Only two companies have been penalized since the sanctions law entered into effect in 2008. One was Waterworld, an amusement park that had already closed and filed for bankruptcy before any determination of wrongdoing, and the other was a sandwich shop that was ordered to close its doors for only one day:
Thanksgiving. The employer sanctions law has instead been used to justify employ-ment-site raids against businesses believed to hire undocumented immigrants. Most cases arise from tips from disgruntled employees or managers within the companies themselves. Sometimes citizens report seeing "illegals" on the business' premises, their suspicions aroused by hearing "Mexican" music or Spanish being spoken between staff members. The Maricopa County Sheriff Office and the county attorney have responded to these reports as credible enough to open official investigations.
Details of arrests in the Waterworld case, gleaned from case files, indicate problematic police behavior (Provine and Sanchez, 2012) . 1 In one instance, although there was no public stop and search, highly intrusive surveillance was utilized. Undercover officers followed five Latina employees suspected of being undocumented to and from work for several days even before their employment eligibility was verified. The women were shadowed as they drove to their children's schools, visited relatives, shopped for groceries, and attended church. The officers justified their intrusive surveillance as necessary to ensure their own safety.
In another instance, the police stop clearly seems to have been unnecessarily violent. Celia Alvarez, a janitor and mother of four U.S.-born children, was arrested when sheriff's officers burst into the landscaping firm she had worked at for five years, acting on a tip from a "concerned" supervisor who allegedly reported that the company hired undocumented workers. Alvarez described in court testimony how deputies wearing ski masks entered the building, warning the occupants they were looking for "illegal aliens." The officers found Alvarez hiding under a table, "lifted her off her feet, and slammed her face into a wall," causing injuries to her face, jaw, and teeth. Another officer allegedly hit her with a clipboard for trying to speak to another detainee.
A third lawsuit involved a stop and detention based on ethno-racial profiling, followed by a gratuitously humiliating detention. Julian Mora, one of Alvarez's coworkers, was detained during the same operation in which she was arrested. Mora, a legal permanent resident, was on his way to work when two Maricopa County sheriff's vehicles blocked his progress. The deputies arrested Mora and his son, a U.S. citizen, who was accompanying him. The officers handcuffed them and held them without explanation for three hours. Mora, a diabetic, was not allowed to use the restroom, but was eventually granted permission to urinate by the side of a truck as deputies watched. He and his son were eventually released. The lawsuit that the American Civil Liberties Union filed on the Moras's behalf alleges that father and son were stopped because officers interpreted Julian Mora's skin color and the denims he was wearing as indicators of illegality. In short, "smugglees" became human smugglers under Arizona law.
Over 1 000 undocumented Latino immigrants, many of whom had been victims of border violence, had been successfully prosecuted under the statute by mid-2011.
The prosecutions have continued despite legal challenges. The volume of cases is great enough to create backlogs in court processing. An immigrant charged with conspiracy to be smuggled into Arizona can expect to wait an average of three months in custody before the case will be heard; state law prevents pre-trial release. If convicted, these people face deportation as well as possible federal criminal charges if their presence in the country is determined to be the result of an illegal re-entry.
The importance attached to the issue of human smuggling has justified aggressive anti-smuggling interventions in predominantly low-income Latino sections in the Phoenix metropolitan area. In March 2009, for example, a human-smuggling investigation led to the stop and detention of Refugio Serna, who was handcuffed and driven around the cities by state police officers for 11 hours. Serna, a U.S. citizen and an employee of the Department of Homeland Security, was picking up his brother-inlaw at a parking lot in a predominantly immigrant neighborhood in Phoenix. The police report cited Serna's "bold and very confident demeanor while driving a truck [and] playing Mexican music very loud" as sufficient probable cause for stopping and questioning him.
A detective handcuffed Serna and put him in the back of a police vehicle, alleging concerns for his own safety. Serna spent the rest of the day handcuffed in the police vehicle. The officers told him that he was not under arrest, suggesting that he could get out and go home if he so desired as they drove through a desolate area. Serna's frustration was evident in his statements to court investigators. They reveal the embarrassment and pain he felt while the officers paraded and questioned him in public, especially when he was later ridiculed in front of his very concerned family and neighbors. He was forced to resign from his job as a result of the criminal investigation launched against him, though no charges were filed (Provine and Sanchez, 2012) .
The human smuggling law has also led to police roadblocks and patrols that engage in questionable stops in areas designated as "human smuggling corridors." Sheriff's deputies frequently conduct "smuggling interdiction patrols" along heavily transited areas near the border with Mexico in an attempt to detect groups of undocumented immigrants in transit. A survey of probable-cause statements used in the prosecution of cases arising out of these patrols reveals a disturbing pattern of justifications for stops.
Deputies often cite minor traffic violations to justify their stops, but their descriptions of these situations include characterizations of these drivers and their passengers as foreign, undesirable, and potentially criminal (Sanchez, 2011) . Some probable-cause statements refer to Latino suspects as "smelling like illegal aliens," or cite as reasons for suspicion as "speaking only Spanish" or "looking dirty and soiled."
One statement cited "fail[ing] to make eye contact with [the officer] while on the freeway" as a justification for further investigation. These references appear alongside pre-fabricated, boilerplate narratives designed to increase the odds that the probablecause statement will hold up in court (Provine and Sanchez, 2012) .
The justifications for stopping and detaining individuals described here smack of ethno-racial profiling and stereotyping that uses physical appearance to make assumptions about legal status and behavior. These practices also suggest that local law enforcement is taking on some of the powers of the Border Patrol, which is not limited by the reasonable-suspicion requirement and has broader latitude in considering ethnic/racial characteristics (US v. Brignoni-Ponce, 1975) . The blending effectively removes the 100-mile limit on the more intrusive stops that Border Patrol agents are authorized to conduct and reallocates border-specific federal enforcement powers to the interior of the state of Arizona. A few other states, including Alabama and Georgia, have followed Arizona's lead. SB1070 is distinctive among the steady stream of Arizona laws directed at unauthorized immigrants in focusing its requirements on police agencies. The requirement that every police unit in the state actively participate in immigration enforcement was intended to force the hand of city governments and urban police departments that were attempting to be more welcoming toward immigrants by overlooking immigration status when possible. SB1070 thus signaled how a state legislature could override local opposition while forcing the federal government's hand to take a more aggressive role in enforcement.
The political message resonated with the Arizona electorate. Republican politicians in the state had cultivated a sense of crisis about illegal immigration for years, but the rhetoric in this period was particularly lurid, with (false) stories about headless bodies in the desert and other atrocities allegedly produced by Mexican drug cartels and human smugglers. The passage of SB1070 in April 2010 seemed to offer a meaningful response to such criminal activities and resulted in the entire Republican slate being swept into office in statewide elections in November of that year. SB1070 provoked immediate lawsuits from civil-rights organizations and from the federal government. One of these challenges was adjudicated by the U.S. Supreme Court, which reached a closely divided decision in July 2012. The Court upheld Section 2b, the law's most controversial provision, while striking down three others (U.S. v. Arizona, 2012) . The Court did put two important limits on the almost unfettered discretion of local police, requiring that stops not be prolonged beyond the norm for the offense in question, and requiring federal approval before a suspected unauthorized immigrant could be detained.
In its decision, the Court appears to have attempted to strike a middle ground, reasserting the federal government's plenary power in every aspect of immigration policy, including enforcement, but permitting Arizona a limited role in the process. The problem, critics assert, is that ample room remains for local law enforcement to engage in racial profiling and pretextual stops. These issues provoked renewed efforts to overturn the law's provision allowing local police to question immigration status (aclu, 2013) .
The effort to restrain racial profiling of Latinos in Arizona also continues within the federal government. After years of complaints about racial profiling, federal officials withdrew authority to make immigration arrests from five Arizona jurisdictions, though it left in place their authority to assist the federal government in identifying already-arrested immigrants for possible deportation. 2 The Justice Department was also able to claim victory in a case charging Sheriff Arpaio with racial profiling after eight years of litigation (Ortega Melendres et al. v. Arpaio et al., 2013) .
It is important to note the specificity of Arizona's efforts. The state is relatively welcoming to refugees and legal immigrants from all over the world. Unauthorized immigration from Mexico, however, has made the state uneasy since territorial days and the damage suffered by citizens and legal permanent residents who are mistaken for illegal immigrants has long been treated as a collateral issue. There are signs, however, that business and political leaders are recognizing that the state's reputation is also at stake. In 2011 state legislators rejected a bill to require teachers to report the immigration status of their students and their parents, a bill to require landlords to check immigration status before leasing, and a proposal for special birth certificates for the babies of unauthorized residents. There is no way to eliminate excess stops and surveillance through monitoring or reporting requirements. Law enforcement officers must be free to exercise a wide measure of discretion to be effective in their work. The problem is that whatever their location in the federal statute, are of two types. "Jail" authorization allows officers involved in booking suspects to handle immigration-related paperwork. "Patrol" authorization provides local officers with the power to make immigration arrests, previously a power reserved to ice personnel. In 2011, after more than five years of high-volume arrests, Sheriff Arpaio's "patrol" authority was revoked.
prejudices and stereotypes are prevalent in the general population are likely to be reflected in police work. The effects go beyond those stopped by law enforcement officers, especially when local police are involved. The ability of police and sheriffs to effectively protect immigrants and their neighborhoods is seriously compromised by immigration-enforcement duties, which breed distrust and unwillingness to call the police as a witness or victim of crime. The only solution is to de-escalate the rhetoric about the dangers of unauthorized immigrants living in our midst and to revamp immigration enforcement to focus on concrete evidence of lack of legal status in employment records or other materials. No stop or arrest should occur without some evidence that the law has been broken. This is standard procedure for citizens and legal permanent residents. It should be standard procedure for everyone.
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